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Introduction
In this article we will work with evolution equations defined on a Hilbert space H := H n (G) that have the form: u ′ (t) = Au(t) + f (t) u(0) = u 0 (1.1) with A ∈ L(H) constant in time and with Re σ(A) 0 and where u 0 ∈ H. In (1.1) we have that the operator A represents in some suitable sense the spatial differential and boundary condition operators.
The set {s t : t ∈ T ⊆ R} is called a contractive semigroup generated by A if we have that lim h→0 + h −1 (s h − 1) = A and also S1: s t s v = s t+v , t, s ∈ T and s 0 = 1; S2: s t L(H) 1, t ∈ T; S3: s t x ∈ C(T, H) ∩ C 1 (T, H), t ∈ T.
In the following sections we will present the abstract setup needed to perform the computation of the discrete semigroups of operators and the corresponding numerical analysis of the behavior of its elements, also we will apply the results here presented to the Heisenberg representation of quantum dynamical semigroups.
Discretization Schemes

Discretizable Hilbert Spaces.
In general we will have that a discretizable Hilbert space H(G), with G ⊂ R N compact, will be considered as any linear space that is both a separable and a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. One of the basic elements that we will use to perform the general discretization process is the grid that will be defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Grid: For two given sets G ⊆ R N and G = {0, · · · , M m } ⊆ Z, with M m a number that depends on a fixed number m, a fixed value h ∈ R N and a bijection f : Z → R N : G ∋ k → g ∈ R N , the set G m,h = {g k ∈ G : g k = f (k), k ∈ G} is called a grid in G of size h and length M m or simply a grid.
For a given discretizable Hilbert space H(G) one can define an operator P m,h ∈ L(H) called particular projector and defined in the following way. will be called a perticular projector, in (2.3) · * represents any prescribed norm in L(H) and µ m is a number that depends on m that will be called projection order with respect to · * .
For a given particular projector P m,h in a discretizable Hilbert space H(G) we will denote by H m,h its corresponding subspace. A particular projector P m,h can be factored in the form:
where the operators p † m,h ∈ L(H, H * ) and p m,h ∈ L(H * , H) are called decomposition and expansion factors of P m,h respectively. For each m ∈ Z + a particular projector P m,h ∈ L(H) is related to a basis P = {p 1 , · · · , p Nm } ⊆ H through the following expression:
also we will have that each p k ∈ P will satisfy prescribed conditions Bp k = P b k , x ∈ ∂G that are compatible with the boundary value conditions of the problem described by (1.1) in some suitable sense, and that the decomposition factor p † m,h in (2.4) is determined by a prescribed grid G m,h ⊆ G through the relation:
Corollary 2.1. Every inner product matrix form is invertible.
Discretization of Operators.
Using particular projectors one can obtain for a given operator B ∈ L(H) a corresponding representation defined by the following definition. 
will be called particular representation of B.
Once we have computed the particular representation of a given operator B ∈ L(X, Y ) over a discretizable Hilbert spaces X, Y , in prescribed subspaces X m,h X, Y m,h Y determined by a particular projectors P m,h , Q m,h , we will define the approximation order of a particular representation as follows. , that satisfy the relation:
the Hilbert space
equiped with the inner product
with B k defined by
the pair X , B described above will be called a Sobolev chain based on X 0 and generated by B.
3.2. Particular Factorization of Operators. Sobolev chains are particularly useful when we are working with operators over a prescribed discretizable Hilbert space X, in this work a particularly important kind of chains will be those chains that permit us to write an operator A ∈ L(X) in the following way
in this cases we can easily obtain a particular factorization of A using the Sobolev chain {X 0 , X 1 }, {1, a † } that will have the form
the expression pressented in (3.7) will be called particular pactorization of A, the graphic form of the particular factorization of A ∈ L(X) and its relation to A ∈ L(X) itself and to this particular type of Sobolev chain, can be expressed by the following diagram
from (3.7) and (3.9) we obtain the following results.
Theorem 3.1. For a given Sobolev chain {X 0 , X 1 }, {1, a † } the matrix A m,h is symmetric and positive definite.
Proof. It can be seen that
also we may check that
In this point we are going to present a very useful property of an operator that will be defined by.
Definition 3.1. For a given Hilbet space X, an operator B ∈ L(X) is said to be accretive if for any x ∈ X we have that
From T.3.1 we can obtain the following.
And using this corollary and T.A.3 it is not very difficult to see that.
Discretization of Semigroups
As a part of the process of studying the numerical solution to (1.1), we start with the discretization of the semigroups induced by A ∈ L(H), with this in mind we obtain some results that will be presented below.
If we denote by {s t : t ∈ T} the semigroup generated by A ∈ L(H), then the discrete representation of it will be denoted by {s k : k ∈ K}, with K ⊆ Z + 0 , discrete semigroups mimic some of the properties of the continuum ones in the following way:
as in the first section, we will have that the elements of the discrete semigroup will be related to the particular representation
4.1. Polynomial time discretization of semigroups. If we rewrite the equation (1.1) using the particular representation of its spatial part we obtain the following abstract semidiscrete initial value problem
with initial condition u m,h (0) =û 0 = P m,h u 0 , whose exact solution can be computed using the time continuous semigroup {ĝ t : t ∈ T}, withĝ t := e tA m,h , in the following way:
if we can take an abstract Taylor polynomial of n-th order around t = 0 of the solution to (1.1) when f (t) = 0, we obtain
hereg τ is called basic element of the discrete semigroup of n-th order relative to A ∈ L(A), because of the following relation
it is not very difficult to see that for a given polynomial integration scheme that is exact for n-th order polynomials described by
one can obtain a better approximationŝ nτ u 0 to the solution of (1.1) with respect to a given initial estimation in the following waŷ
4.2. Semigroups generated by particular representations. When we have a discrete semigroup {s n,k :s n,k :=g k τ , k ∈ K} whereg τ is defined in the same way as in (4.3), and we also have that lim τ →0 + τ −1 (s n,1 − 1) = A m,h with A m,h ∈ L(X * m,h ) being the particular representation of an operator A ∈ L(X), with X a discretizable Hilbert space, we say that the discrete semigroup is generated by A m,h , the polynomial that representsg τ in this case will described bỹ
4.3. Stability and Convergence. In this section we will consider that for m, h fixed a given particular representation A m,h ∈ C Nm×Nn , of a prescribed accretive operator A ∈ L(X) is related to a particular projector P m,h , with basis P = {p k } Nm k=0 in a discretizable Hilbert space X, and also that (4.7) can be expressed in the formg
where D A ∈ C Nm×Nm is a diagonal matrix defined by
with λ j ∈ σ(A m,h ), j ∈ {1, · · · , N m }, and where P A ∈ C Nm×Nm is defined by
with A m,h v j = λ j v j , j ∈ {0, · · · , N m }, wich means that the j-th column of P A is the eigenvector that corresponds to the j-th eigenvalue of A m,h . If A ∈ L(X) can be factored using a Sobolev chain of the form {X k } k=0,1 , a, with X 0 = X, then from (3.9) we will have that
and this implies thatg
from T.A.3, T.A.6 in appendix A and T.B.1 in appendix B we get the following results concerning to stability of the approximation schemes.
Theorem 4.1. Stability 1. If an operator A ∈ L(X) can be factored using a Sobolev chain of the form {X 0 , X 1 }, {1, a † } with X 0 = X a discretizable Hilbert space, then the basic elementg τ of the discrete semigroup generated by −A ∈ L(X) and described in (4.13) will satisfy the relation
m,h and 0 < α ≤ 1.
Proof. From corollary C.A.1 we will have that Â m,h 2 ≤ Â m,h ∞ and clearly
and if we represent by µ ∈ R and κ ∈ R the values µ := sup{|λ| : λ ∈ σ(Â m,h )} and κ := inf{|λ| : λ ∈ σ(Â m,h )} we will have that
From the last result we can easily obtain the following Corollary 4.1. Stability 2. If an operator A ∈ L(X) can be factored using a Sobolev chain of the form {X 0 , X 1 }, {1, a † } with X 0 = X a discretizable Hilbert space, then the basic elementg τ of the discrete semigroup generated by −A ∈ L(X) and described in (4.13) will satisfy the relation
Also for any given k ≥ 0 it can be seen that Proof. Sinceũ(jτ ) =s n,jû0 we will have that
)} and κ := inf{|λ| : λ ∈ σ(A m,h )}, taking v = p(κ/µ) andc 1 = |q(1)| û 0 X m,h concludes the proof.
Concerning to convergence of the approximation schemes we can obtain the following result. , where n ∈ Z + 0 is a prescribed number, then we will have that there exists a constant C 2 such that
Proof. Here we will consider that e kτ A m,h has approximation order ν m with respect to · X wich implies
where C({b j }, k) are the multinomial coeficients that correspond to the coeficients {b j } of the abstract polynomials n,k , taking
û 0 X m,h concludes the proof.
Application to Evolution of Operators in the Heisenberg Picture
In this section we will describe a basic procedure of implementation of the results presented in this work in the computation of evolution of observables of a quantum system in the Heisenberg picture, here we will consider that all the quantum systems are modeled in a discretizable Hilbert space X with inner product u, v X given by
where dµ(G) is the volume mesure element in G, also we will consider that we can take a particular projector P m,h ∈ L(X, X m,h ) compatible prescribed boundary value condtions in some suitable sense and whose decomposition and expansion factors are related to a prescribed grid G m,h ⊂ G and basis P := {p k } respectively.
5.1. Quantum Dynamical Semigroups. For a given quantum system on a discretizable Hilbert space X := X 2 (G) whose wave function
is modeled by a Schrödinger equation of the form
2) has initial value ψ(0) = ψ 0 ∈ X and is subject to boundary value conditions of the form B H ψ = ψ b , x ∈ ∂G.
If we take a scale where = 1, we can obtain a particular representation of H denoted by H m,h , using this representation (5.2) will take the form ψ′ (t) = −iH m,hψ (t)
the n-th order semigroup {U n,k : U n,k := G k τ , k ∈ K} generated by −iH m,h will be called n-th order quantum dynamical semigroup in the Schrödinger representation where
), using the elements of this semigroup we can write the solution to (5.2) in the formψ
When we work with particular representations of equations like (5.3) we will have as an application of T.4.1 that:
Theorem 5.1. Stability of Complex Semigroups. If an operator A ∈ L(X) can be particularly factored using a Sobolev chain of the form {X 0 , X 1 }, {1, a † } with X 0 = X a discretizable Hilbert space, then the basic element of theG τ of the discrete semigroup generated by −A ∈ L(X) and described bỹ
will satisfy the relation
Proof. Since A m,h is accretive we will have thatÂ m,h will be accretive too and from C.A.1 we will have that Â m,h
Following a similar procedure to the followed in the prooves of T.4.3 and T.5.1 we can obtain the following result. , where n ∈ Z + 0 is a prescribed number, then we will have that there exists a constant
Proof. Here we will consider that e ikτ A m,h has approximation order ν m with respect to · X and that the value µ m,h := sup{ λ :
with r n+1 := 1 − (n + 1)!C({a j }, n + 1), q 0 := 1,
, j ≥ 1 and where C({a j }, n+1) are the multinomial coeficients corresponding to the coeficients {a j } of the abstract polynomials n,k , taking
Now, for any given observable B ∈ L(X) with particular representation given by B m,h ∈ L(X * m,h ) (operator) we can obtain its Heisenberg evolution through the computationB
the set {B n,j :B n,j = U † n,j BU n,k } will be called quantum dynamical semigroup in the Heisenberg representation, also we can compute its expected value that will be described by
(5.10)
Computation of Quantum Dynamical Semigroups in the Heisenberg
representation. In this section we will present an example of numerical computation of a quantum dynamical semigroup in the Heisenberg representation and more specificly the Heisenberg evolution of the position operator X ∈ L(X) a prescribed quantum system.
Example 5.1. For the quantum system consisting of a particle in a bidimensional box represented by G = [−1, 1] 2 and whose wave function is modeled by the Schrödinger equation
, for this example we will use the Sobolev chain {X 0 , X 1 }, {1, p † }, also we will have that
and G m,h := {x j k } × {x j k }, where {x j } the Gauss-Lobatto grid of order 2, B := {ℓ i k ⊗ ℓ j k }, ℓ i k the i k -th cardinal basis (Lagrange interpolating system) with respect to {x j k }, wich means that ℓ j k (x i k ) = δ j k ,i k , with δ i,j the Kronecker delta, using the particular factorization of −iH 2,1/8 we can obtain the particular decomposition of the spatial part of (5.11) in the following waŷ ψ ′ (t) = −iH 2,1/8ψ (t) (5.13)
, in this particular case we have that:
with W 2,1/8 (w) := diag{w j k } an operator that depends in a suitable sense on the basic integrating matrix w ∈ R 3×3 of second order defined by
and also we will have that
where
is an operator that depends in some suitable sense on the basic differentiation matrix d ∈ R 3×3 of approximation order 2 for the GaussLobatto spectral elment method wich is defined by:
now, since spectral methods of this kind have approximation order m+2 with respect to · X m,h , we can take α = 1/8 and τ = ( and its expected value X 3,k can be computed using the expression: Corollary A.1. For any symmetric positive/negative definite/semi-definite matrix A ∈ C m×n we will have that A 2 ≤ A ∞ .
Theorem A.6. For any given matrix A ∈ C n×n and any λ ∈ σ(A) whose corresponding eigenvector is given by v λ ∈ C n we will have for every polynomial p m (z) := a 0 + a 1 z + · · · a m z m ∈ P m (C), with P m (C) the set of all polynomials of degree ≤ m, that p m (λ) ∈ σ(p m (A)) will be an eigenvalue of p m (A) ∈ C n×n with corresponding eigenvector v λ ∈ C n .
Appendix B. A Theorem from Real Analysis.
In this section we will present a basic theorem from real analysis that is very useful in the study of some processes presented in this article.
Theorem B.1. Let a n be a number series such that lim n→∞ a n = 0 such that the terms a n are alternating positive and negative and such that |a n+1 | ≤ |a n | for n ≥ 0. Then the series converge and 
